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APC President Stephen J. Jerome Recognized on New York State Assembly Floor 

Following more than 25 years of service, Jerome to step down as APC president. 

 
Today, Assembly Speaker Carl Heastie, sponsored a resolution in the New York State Assembly 
honoring APC President Stephen J. Jerome for his passion and unwavering commitment to the 
state’s proprietary sector of higher education.  
 
“Mr. Jerome has dedicated his life’s work to advocating for the highest quality education for New 
Yorkers across the state,” said Speaker Heastie. “The Assembly Majority shares and values that 
commitment and is tremendously grateful for the impact that Mr. Jerome has had on higher 
education in New York State.” 
 
Jerome played an integral role in the growth of the association since its inception, and has long been 
a valued mentor and trusted leader for the APC Board of Directors and association members. In 
1978, as Monroe College president, Jerome joined the presidents of Albany Business College, 
Rochester Business Institute, Utica School of Commerce and the Wood School to petition the New 
York Board of Regents to establish the New York Association of Private Degree-Granting 
Institutions. In 1985, the associations name was changed to the Association of Proprietary Colleges.  
 
“Stephen is a true champion for APC members and the students they serve,” said Donna Gurnett 
executive director of APC. “He has been a staunch advocate for member colleges at the state and 
federal level. Stephen often visited the state Capitol in Albany to advocate for programs that support 
the best interests of APC students and to promote equality for the proprietary sector.” 
 
About Monroe College:  
Jerome joined Monroe College in 1996 as an instructor and, following successive leadership 
positions, became its president in 1978.  
 
Monroe, among the leading higher education institutions in the county for graduating minority 
students, offers certificate, associate, bachelors, and master’s degree programs. Campus locations 
include New Rochelle, Bronx and the Caribbean nation of St. Lucia, as well as online. Monroe 
College is accredited by the New York State Board of Regents and the Middle States Association of 
Colleges and Schools.   

 

### 

 
The Association of Proprietary Colleges represents 16 tax-paying, degree-granting colleges located 
on 28 campuses across New York. Proprietary colleges are one of the four sectors of higher 
education in New York.  APC member colleges offer degrees in associate, bachelor’s, master’s and 
doctoral programs, including business, health care, hospitality management, graphic arts, 
technology and more. Please visit www.apc-colleges.org and follow us on Twitter @APCColleges. 
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